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passage of an article, such as a ball l1, through 
the opening. 
A characteristic feature of the invention is that 

the opening 14 is dilated upon distortion of the 
resilient bottom wall 12, and when the diaphragm 
is moved out of its normal plane or position. 
This dilation of the opening takes place when the 
diaphragm is distorted axially of the container 
l0 whereby that portion of the diaphragm sur; 
rounding the opening 14 is tensioned radially 
outward at all annular points to draw all annular 
portions of the lip l6 outwardly whereby the 
opening becomes dilated sufficiently for ‘permit 
ting a ball i1 to pass therethrough. This dis‘ 
.torted condition of the diaphragm l2'is illuse 
trated in Fig. 4 and it will beobserved that the 
lip I6 is retracted at all annular points which 
provides a dilated opening for the passage of 
an article therethrough. ‘ 

Another feature of the’ invention pertains to 
means for distorting the diaphragm and which 
also ‘serves to control the number of articles that 
are delivered upon distortion of the bottom wall. 
Any suitable means may be provided for apply‘: 
in'g pressure to the diaphragm around the open 
ing 14 land the exemplary arrangement shown 
in the drawing comprises a tubular member‘ 22 
which has a central opening 23 slightly‘ larger 
than the cross sectional dimensions of an article 
to be dispensed from the ‘container 10. The 
tubular member 22 is arranged adjacent the outer 
face of the diaphragm i2 and may be formed 
integral with the diaphragm as shown in the 
drawing. The tubular member 22 is relatively 
rigid compared to the ?exibility of the diaphragm 
l2 and may be formed of any3 suitable material‘ 
appropriately secured to the diaphragm. , 
Thus when pressure is applied to the lower end 

of thetubular member 22 or when it engages 
some relatively immovable surface‘ 24 as repre 
sented in Fig. 4 and the containerv i0 is moved 
downwardly, the diaphragm 12 will be distorted 
out of its normal plane‘ as will be appreciated 
‘upon consideration of Fig. 4 with regard to the 
normal position of the diaphragm as shown in 
Fig. 3. This distortion ‘or arching of the dia 
phragm vwill cause dilation of the opening 14 
.as hereinbefore explained, and one of the articles 
such as a ball 11 will escape through the dilated 
opening. 
When it is desired to‘ deliver a‘ single article or ' 

ball i1 from the container the tubular member 
22 ‘is formed of a dimension greater (than the 
maximum height of the article to be dispensed, 
or greater than the diameter of one of the balls 
11 which are all of substantially the same di 
ameter. ‘The length of the. tubular member 22_ 
when» but one article is to be dispensed is how 
ever shorter than one and one-half diameters'of 
the balls; Such a structural arrangement pro 
vides that one ball only will ‘pass through the 
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4 
ticles to be dispensed may be introduced into the 
container 10. The slot 21 is narrower in width 
than the overall dimensions of the articles [1, 
but these articles may be readily introduced into 
the container through the slot 21 by distortion 
of the resilient cover 26. The boundary edge 
of the slot 21 preferably tapers as shown at 28 
in the drawing so that a ball when moved into 
the slot 21 will be urged into the ireceptable 10 
upon contraction of the resilient cover 26. 
While the invention has been described with 

reference to speci?c structural details, it is ap 
parent that changes may be made in the struc 
ture' of the device without departing from the 
invention'which pertains to the shape and ar 

' .rangement of the resilient diaphragm l2 having 
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opening“ and will be supported on the surface 7 
24 within the tubular member 22 and which will 
prevent the next succeeding ball from passing 
through the opening l4. Thus when the dia 
phragm I2 is restored to its normal position the 
opening M will contract and prevent the escape 
of the ball l1a. ' _ 

Thecontainer l0 may be closed at its upper 
'end'in any suitable manner and in the illus 
trative embodiment the top is provided with a 
‘rubber cover 26, but any type ‘of lid may be at-,-_i 
'tached to the .top of the container. In the ar 
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Iangement shown in the drawings a slot 21 is .. 
provided in the cover 25 through which the ar 75 

‘the openingv l4 therein and means for applying 
pressure to the diaphragm so as to distort it out 
of its normal plane and dilate the opening for 
the discharge of an article from the container. 
The shape: of the opening 14 may be ‘variedand 
it is also possible to alter the length of the ‘tub 
ular member 22 so as'provide' for‘ the‘ delivery 
of more than one'article from the dispensing de-‘f 
vice. vSuch changes‘ may be made1without*de-‘ 
parting from the spirit and " scope of‘theinv‘e'nf _ 
tion as set iorth'in the'appended" claims. ‘ _ “ 
Iclaim: - ‘- ‘ " " 

1. In a device for dispensingindi'vidual'spher-* 
‘ical shaped articles of substantially uniform-die 
ameter', ‘a resilient diaphragm'forming the'bot- ‘ 
tom ‘wall for the ‘device and normally arranged 
in one plane and having. an opening therein ‘of’ ' 
smaller" diameter than the diameter of anyone 
of said‘spherical articlesyand‘a tubular member 
surrounding the opening‘for'moving the resilient ‘ 
diaphragm outside said plane and, therebyen- ' 
large the diameter of the opening for permitting ; 
an‘article topass therethr’ough. ' _ ' 

2.‘ In a ‘device for dispensing individual‘articles,jv 
a container including‘ a resilient diaphragm'fqrm-‘ ' 
ing the bottoni'jwall of ‘the container, said dia- ‘ 

phragm having anopernng therein of a diameter smaller‘. than the diameter of a ball to be dis»; 

pens’ed from‘ the container,‘ a tubular member 
surrounding'the opening adjacent.‘ the outer. face . 
of the diaphragm'for moving the bottomjjwall axially of the container to dilate the ‘ opening, ‘‘ 

and the length of said tubular‘ member being" 
greater than the diameter of the ball and ofless ' 
length than one and one-half vdiameters of a'ball._ 

.3. A dispensingv device comprising aholden 
having a chamber for receivingla plurality of ar 
.ticles, the holder having an end?wallwith a dilat- ' 
able opening extending therethrough of alnofif- ; 
mal diameter less than the diameter of vthe ar- ’ 
ticles aforesaid, and a tube .carried by and pro; 
jecting from the'endwalllcoaxial thereofjthe-v, 
side Wall of the chamber being movable'in an ‘ 
axial direction relative to the’tube for dilating lithe -‘. 
opening. through thezend wall ofv the holder ,l'for" 
permitting the passage “of one 'of; the, articles I 
through the opening. . H 

4. A ‘dispensing ‘device 

one and a half times the ‘diameter of the open 
mg. - 

5. An’article holding "and dispensing device“ 
providing a chamber for containingta plurality ‘._. 
of rigid articles, ‘said device .being adapted/‘to 
individually dispense? the articles, and compris~v 
ingka side wall,. a‘ bottom wall,_. and. actubular member projecting from the bottom wall axially 

as recited in fclairh- .3 
in which thetube in diameteris greater than the ' 
normal diameter of the ‘opening; andlin'length is‘: 
greater than said‘normlal diameter but less than . 
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thereof, the said member and the side wall being 
rigid relative to the bottom wall, and the latter 
having an opening axially therethrough which in 
the normal position of the bottom wall is of less 
diameter than the articles aforesaid, said bot 
tom wall permitting the relative movement of the 
tube and side wall in an axial direction for dilat 
ing the opening aforesaid for permitting the pas 
sage therethrough of an individual article, and 
the tube being of sufficient length to receive and 
house the individual articles. 

6. A device for holding and dispensing rigid 
articles comprising a chamber having a dilatable 
ori?ce normally smaller than the cross-sectional 
area of the articles to be dispensed, means for 
dilating said ori?ce to permit the passage there 
through of said articles, said dilating means in 
cluding a tube contiguous to the exterior of said 
ori?ce and smaller than the chamber for hold 
ing a predetermined quantity of said articles. 

7. A device for holding and dispensing rigid 
articles comprising a chamber having a dilatable 
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ori?ce normally smaller than the cross-sectional 
area of the articles to .be dispensed, and means 
for directing the articles toward said ori?ce un 
der the influence of gravity, means for dilating 
said ori?ce to permit the passage therethrough 
of said articles, said dilating means including a 
tube contiguous to the exterior of said ori?ce and 
smaller than the chamber for housing the ar 
ticles discharged from the chamber through the 
dilated ori?ce. 
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